Parsing the general and specific components of depression and anxiety with bifactor modeling.
Recent hierarchical models suggest that both general and specific components are needed to fully represent the variation observed among mood and anxiety disorders. However, little is known about the relative size, severity, and psychological meaning of these components. We studied these features through bifactor modeling of the symptoms from the Inventory of Depression and Anxiety Symptoms [IDAS; Watson et al., 2007] in 362 community adults, 353 psychiatric patients, and 673 undergraduates. Results revealed that although all IDAS symptom types loaded prominently both on a general factor as well as specific factors, some symptom groups--such as dysphoria, generalized anxiety, and irritability--were influenced more strongly by the general factor, whereas others--e.g., appetite gain, appetite loss, and low well-being--contained a larger specific component. Second, certain symptom groups--e.g., Suicidality, Panic, Appetite Loss, and Ill Temper--reflected higher severity than other symptom groups. Finally, general factor scores correlated strongly with markers of general distress and negative emotionality. These findings support a hierarchical structure among mood and anxiety symptoms and have important implications for how such disorders are described, assessed, and studied.